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This paper describes an object-oriented implementation and extension of the algorithm described

in [6] for �nding and generating closed-form solutions in single-loop mechanisms featuring such

closed-form solutions. In contrast to the previously mentioned approach, the present method relies

purely on the result of geometric projections, without performing symbolical simpli�cations. This

makes it possible to compute the closed-form solutions in a rather short time without the need of

employing algebraic packages such as Mathematica or Maple. By this, the approach is suitable

for integration in CAD systems, where a compromise between fast solution generation and fast

solution computation is required. Moreover, the approach allows one to cycle through all solutions

of a mechanism featuring explicitly solvable kinematics.

1 Introduction

Multibody systems consist of mechanical parts (bodies) interconnected by joints, such as revolute,

prismatic, spherical, etc. [9] When the interconnection structure is open, i.e., the system has tree

structure, the relative motions at the joints are independent and one can readily compute the

absolute motion of each body starting from the ground and traversing the branches joint-by-joint

and body-by-body.

When the system displays closed loops, however, the relative motions at the joints must ful�ll

closure conditions for each loop and hence are not independent [6]. In order to formulate these

closure conditions, the loop is regarded as a sequence of n homogeneous matrices Ai =
h
Ri

0

r
i

1

i
; i =

1; : : : ; n, describing the translation ri and rotation Ri between coordinate frames Ki�1 and Ki

either within bodies or as input-output frames at the joints. The closure of the loop implicates

that the �rst and last coordinate frames K0 and Kn must coincide, which can be stated as

A1A2 : : : An = I4: (1)

Here, matrices Ai contain six dependent joint variables �1; : : : ; �6 in the case of a spatial mecha-

nism and three dependent joint variables �1; : : : ; �3 in the case of a planar or spherical mechanism.

Six of the twelve scalar equations contained in Eq. (1) are dependent because of the orthogonality

condition Ri
T
Ri = I3 of rotation matrices, and for planar or spherical mechanisms three of the

remaining six equations are always ful�lled identically. As the closure conditions are coupled

nonlinear equations, their resolution is non-trivial. Hence, in current commercial code for kine-

matics solution of mechanical systems, iterative methods such as Newton's method are employed

[2], [1]. However, iterative solutions have two major drawbacks: (1) they can become ine�cient
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when the system is complicated, and (2) because there are multiple solutions for the closure

conditions, the convergence of the iterative method to a particular solution is fortuitous, and the

solution can \jump" from one branch to another during simulation.

2 Loops rendering closed-form solutions

In contrast to iterative methods, kinematisists have worked for several decades with closed-form

solutions, which exist in particular cases in which the architecture of the mechanical system

and its geometric parameters ful�ll certain conditions. Such systems form a negligible subset of

\special cases" within the set of all possible mechanical systems, but for technical applications,

they are the rule and not the exception. The problem with such closed-form solutions is that

they require a vast experience and dexterity from the analyst, who has to �nd the \right" way

of formulating the closure conditions and work out their solutions with pencil and paper.

In this paper, we propose a set of C++ [10] classes that can be employed for detecting special

loop architectures and generating the corresponding closed-form solutions. The developed classes

generalize the Mathematica [11] program SYMKIN for fully symbolical generation of closed-form

solutions [8]. This method is briey reviewed below for better reference, leaving out details that

can be recovered from [6] or [8].

The basic idea behind this present method is to (1) reorder the multiplication sequence of matrix

multiplications in Eq. (1), including carrying some of the matrices to the right-hand side, and (2)

to apply geometric projections selected in such a way that the resulting scalar equations display

an echelon form in terms of the unknowns from the outset. This is in contrast to other approaches

to this goal, in which the closure conditions are regarded as a set of algebraic equations that

are then manipulated with generic algebraic procedures such as Gr�obner Bases. The projections

are taken between two of the geometric elements point and plane, which are represented by the

origin or a coordinate plane of a frame, respectively. Let ei; i = 1; 2; 3, denote unit vectors in

direction of the coordinate axes, r the di�erence vector of two radius vectors each describing

the position of the origin of a frame, and R the rotation matrix between two frames. With the

homogeneous matrix A =
h
R

0

r

1

i
, the regarded projections are:

the squared distance between two origins: gPP (A) = jjrjj2;
the squared distance between an origin and a plane: gEP (A; ei) = ei � r;
the cosine of the angle between two planes: gEE(A; ei; ej) = ei

TR ej:

(2)

The selection of proper projections is accomplished with the aid of an invariance property matrix

(IPM) [4], which holds the isotropy groups of the connecting joints and bodies. By choosing the

two \longest" subchains, each leaving a geometric element invariant, and generating a projection

� between those two elements, an equation can be produced in which many of the unknowns

are eliminated automatically. Here, \length" is measured as the number of dependent variables

contained in the subchains. Let ÂA and ÂB denote the resulting homogeneous transformation
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matrices between the tip and the base of these subchains. Then, Eq. (1) can be partitioned as

ÂBAIIÂA = AI
�1
: (3)

Carrying out projection � on both sides of Eq. (3) yields

�(AII) = �(AI
�1): (4)

Hence, all individual transformations contained in ÂA and ÂB are eliminated from the outset,

including the dependent variables contained therein. If in this process all but one of the unknowns

�i are eliminated, Eq. (4) can be employed to solve for this �rst unknown, and then the rest can

be resolved in a sequential manner, which leads to equations displaying an echelon form:

f1(�i1) = 0

f2(�i2 ; �i1) = 0

f3(�i3; �i2 ; �i1) = 0

f4(�i4 ; �i3; �i2 ; �i1) = 0

f5(�i5 ; �i4 ; �i3; �i2 ; �i1) = 0

f6(�i6 ; �i5; �i4 ; �i3; �i2 ; �i1) = 0 :

(5)

The resulting equations each have the structure A cos �+B sin �+C = 0 for rotational unknowns

and As
2+B s+C = 0 for translational unknowns [4]. They can be produced \symbolically" by

recording the operations needed to compute the coe�cients A;B and C, as explained below.

3 Online solution generation and computation

For simulation purposes, the symbolical formulas generated by the Mathematica [11] program

SYMKIN need to be converted into a programming language code such as FORTRAN or C++

through an additional pass. Thus, the formula generation can take place o�-line and it is not time-

critical itself. In contrast to this, in online simulations the solution formulas need to be generated

and executed immediately. Hence, a new approach needs to be derived that amalgamates these

two stages in an e�cient manner. To this purpose, numerical multibody code may be extended

with features for symbolical formula generation procedures as the one described in Section 2.

In this paper, we chose the object-oriented multibody simulation package M a a

a a

BILE [5] as the

platform for multibody simulation. The basic processing scheme is to generate the explicitly

solvable formulas once per simulation run, and then evaluate these continuously for motion

rendering. This processing scheme was implemented in a class MoLoop which shall be referred

below.

The code MoLoop is split into two parts. The �rst part processes the topology of a loop and gen-

erates all the information necessary to solve it; this part is executed only once at the initialization

of MoLoop. The second part makes use of this information and actually solves the loop; this part

is implemented in the virtual member function doMotion containing motion-transmission code

for all objects in M a a

a a

BILE. Both parts are described in more detail in the following subsections.
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3.1 Topological processing

At initialization, MoLoop requires the following input:

(1) a list containing the joints and rigid links forming a closed loop, given as a M a a

a a

BILE-object

MoMapChain,

(2) a list of the dependent joint variables to be resolved, given as a M a a

a a

BILE-object MoVari-

ableList.

For list (1) revolute (R) and prismatic (P) joints are supported. The following steps are executed

at initialization for the topological processing of the loop:

1. After processing the list (1), an invariance property matrix is set up, in which the invariance

properties of each object in the loop are stored column-wise. The regarded invariance

properties state whether the transformation matrix of the referred object leaves an origin

(\o") or one or more coordinate plane(s) (\�x", \�y", \�z") invariant. Tab. 1 summarizes

the invariance properties of prismatic (P) and revolute (R) joints, where a \1" denotes

invariant and a \0" denotes not invariant. The resulting invariance property matrix (IPM)

is stored in an object of class MoIPM.

P R

x y z x y z

�x 0 1 1 1 0 0

�y 1 0 1 0 1 0

�z 1 1 0 0 0 1

o 0 0 0 1 1 1

Table 1: Lookup-table for invariance properties

MoIPM contains member functions for

{ �nding the two longest subchains ÂA and ÂB leaving a geometric element invariant

and delivering the chain partitioning as stated in Eq. (3),

{ delivering the two invariant geometric elements regarding to ÂA and ÂB, and

{ decomposing the matrix AII of Eq. (4) into three sub-transformations A`, Ar and AE,

where AE holds the actual unknown and A`, Ar render the left and right subchain

embracing AE. With this decomposition, Eq. (4) can be written as

�(A`AEAr) = �(AI
�1): (6)

2. If the IPM contains rows totally �lled with ones, these rows are removed, because this

situation corresponds to a planar or spherical mechanism, where three of the six spatial

closure conditions are always ful�lled identically.

3. In a class MoESF, all information required to compute the coe�cients A;B;C of the explicit

solution formulas is stored. This comprises
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{ the joint corresponding to AE in Eq. (6),

{ the matrices A`, Ar and AI
�1 of Eq. (6), stored as lists of homogeneous matrices which

refer to loop objects and multiply to A`, Ar and AI
�1, respectively, and

{ the two invariant geometric elements associated with the subchains ÂA and ÂB.

This step is repeated, eventually in slight variations, until an explicit solution formula is

generated for each dependent joint variable.

4. Finally, every joint and rigid link is associated with a homogeneous matrix Ai =
h
Ri

0

r
i

1

i
to

represent the loop objects. This is realized by another class MoSpatialTransformation

providing the translation ri and rotation Ri of every joint type, using the actual value of

the joint variable.

3.2 Motion transmission

The motion transmission function doMotion of MoLoop computes the actual pose of all the bodies

within the corresponding loop object. This function is invoked once at the start of a motion

simulation and every time the user changes a parameter or degree of freedom of the mechanism.

It uses the list of MoESFs generated during the topological processing of the loop. The function

doMotion performs the following steps for every MoESF in the list:

1. The actual coe�cients A;B;C of the explicitly solvable constraint equation are computed

in two steps:

(1a) Evaluation of the actual matrices A`, Ar and AI
�1 of Eq. (6),

(1b) Application of the geometric projection stored in the corresponding ESF to both sides

of Eq. (3). The resulting Eq. (4) delivers the desired coe�cients for this MoESF.

2. With the actual coe�cients, the resulting equation is solved for the unknown joint variable,

applying an explicit solution formula [8]. In general, there are two di�erent solutions, and

both of them are computed and stored in this step. At some stages of the algorithm it is

possible to generate two equations instead of one to solve for the unknown variable. In

these cases the solution is unique.

3. After determining the unknown joint variable, the kinematics of the corresponding joint

are computed. At this point, the solution branch for this MoESF is selected dependent on

the con�guration which is chosen for the whole loop.

After processing the list of MoESFs and thus computing all dependent variables of the loop, the

relative motions of all joints are known and the absolute motion can be computed by traversing

the loop joint-by-joint and body-by-body.
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4 Examples

The �rst investigated example is a simple planar loop corresponding to the wheel suspension

of a trailer. It is modeled as a planar mechanism consisting of four rigid bodies interconnected

by three revolute joints (R) with parallel axes and one prismatic joint (P) with its joint axis

being normal to those of the revolute joints. The kinematical structure is single-loop with one

degree of freedom, for which the prismatic joint is chosen. The other three joint variables are

unknown. The example shall be employed to describe the basic structure of the closed-form

solutions generated in this setting. Fig. 1 illustrates the corresponding processing steps and the

ensuing output.

First, a set of arrays for the objects (rigid links, joints, vectors, coordinate frames, etc.) needed

to model the wheel suspension are created and initialized. For joints, the joint variable and

the joint axis are passed as arguments. The type of joint variable, translational or rotational,

classi�es the joint to be either prismatic or revolute.

In this example, the �rst joint is the revolute joint J[0]; this joint connects the base coordinate

frame K[0] as input and K[1] as output. The next object is the rigid link L[0] that connects

the output frame of the previous revolute joint with the next coordinate frame K[2], etc., until

one reaches the prismatic joint J[3] that closes the loop by supplying as its output frame the

base frame of the complete loop, i.e., K[0]. All revolute joint axes are aligned with the global x

axis; the prismatic joint has its axis in direction of the global z axis.

All loop objects are concatenated in a chain \loopChain" and passed to an instance \loop" of

type MoLoop, together with a list \allDepVars" containing the three dependent joint variables

ang[0], ang[1] and ang[2]. The �rst frame K[0] of loopChain is regarded to be �xed to the

ground.

The independent variable of the loop is chosen as the linear translation lin contained in the

prismatic joint J[3]. After setting a value for the position of this variable (su�x \.q"), the

motion transmission function doMotion of MoLoop is invoked to determine the position of all

bodies in the loop. Here, the user has to select the desired con�guration out of two possible

solutions. The resulting simulation windows for both solution branches are depicted in Fig. 1.

The resulting computational e�ort is compared with corresponding formulas generated by SYM-

KIN in Tab. 2. It is seen that the fully symbolic package SYMKIN produces much more e�cient

Op. SYMKIN MoLoop

+,� 69 236 (342 %)

� 78 307 (394 %)

/ 8 0p
1 1 (100 %)

sin 3 1 (33 %)

cos 3 1 (33 %)

arctan 4 4 (100 %)

Table 2: Operation count for the wheel suspension: SYMKIN \vs." MoLoop
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x

y

z

K[0]

K[1]

K[2]

K[3]
K[4]

K[5]

J[0]

J[1]

J[2]

J[3]

L[0]

L[1]

coordinate frame

revolute joint

prismatic joint

rigid link

_void main() {

static MoFrame K[6];

static MoRigidLink L[2];

static MoElementaryJoint J[4];

static MoAngularVariable ang[3];

static MoLinearVariable lin;

static MoVector v[2];

static MoReal l1=2*0.73;

static MoReal l2y=2*0.31;

static MoReal l2z=2*0.06;

static MoReal l3y=2*0.425;

static MoReal l3z=2*0.065;

v[0]=MoVector(0,l1-l2y,l2z);

v[1]=MoVector(0,-l3y,l3z);

J[0].init(K[0],K[1],ang[0],xAxis);

L[0].init(K[1],K[2],v[0]);

J[1].init(K[2],K[3],ang[1],xAxis);

L[1].init(K[3],K[4],v[1]);

J[2].init(K[4],K[5],ang[2],xAxis);

J[3].init(K[5],K[0],lin,zAxis);

static MoMapChain loopChain;

loopChain << J[0] << L[0] << J[1]

<< L[1] << J[2] << J[3];

static MoVariableList allDepVars;

allDepVars << ang[0] << ang[1] << ang[2];

static MoLoop loop(loopChain, allDepVars);

lin.q=0.2;

loop.selectSolution(1);

loop.doMotion(DO_POSITION);

}

\>>"

Figure 1: Model, source code and two con�gurations of the wheel suspension

code than the present method. Here, it must be noted that in SYMKIN the operation count

involves also the global kinematics, while MoLoop only regards the determination of the dependent

variables, so that the performance boost of SYMKIN is even more signi�cant. On the other hand,

MoLoop has the advantage that it produces very rapidly the explicit solution formulas sought for,

and hence is suitable for online applications. Moreover, the present code is still more e�cient than

current numerical code. Tab. 3 displays the computation time needed for 300,000 loop solution

computations, measured in seconds, for the present method and the \half-analytic" solution

described in [5], as well as a purely iterative approach using the numerical routine \hybrj" of the
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NAG library with error tolerance 10�8.

Method sec.

MoLoop 13

half-analytic 20.5

iterative 47

Table 3: Performance comparisons for the wheel suspension

As a more involved example, the kinematics of an elbow manipulator were computed by MoLoop.

The manipulator consists of six revolute joints involving six dependent rotational joint variables

and three rigid links. Its end-e�ector can be controlled by the independent joint variables of

three prismatic and three revolute joints providing the six degrees of freedom of the end-e�ector

as a combination of translational motion and BRYANT-angles. The eight possible con�gurations

of the manipulator belonging to one end-e�ector state are reproduced in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The eight con�gurations of the elbow manipulator

Conclusions

The present semi-symbolical method makes it possible to obtain closed-form solutions for single-

loop mechanisms online, which is an advantage as compared to fully symbolical approaches, where

solution generation may take minutes or hours. At the same time, the established solutions,

while involving more computational e�ort than the fully symbolic approach, render much more

e�cient code at solution time than iterative methods. This makes the method suitable for

motion animation in CAD systems, while at the same time allowing the user to switch between

con�gurations.
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